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VIVA A VIDA

A vida é uma oportunidade; aproveite-a...

A vida é beleza; admire-a...

A vida é felicidade; deguste-a...

A vida é um sonho; torne-o realidade...

A vida é um desafio; enfrente-o...

A vida é um dever; cumpra-o...

A vida é um jogo; jogue-o...

A vida é preciosa; cuide dela...

A vida é uma riqueza; conserve-a...

A vida é amor; goze-o...

A vida é um mistério; descubra-o...

A vida é promessa; cumpra-a...

A vida é tristeza; supere-a...

A vida é um hino; cante-o...

A vida é uma luta; aceite-a...

A vida é aventura; arrisque-a...

A vida é alegria; mereça-a...

A vida é vida; defenda-a...

LIVE THE LIFE

Life is an opportunity; make use it...

Life is beauty; appreciate it...

Life is happiness; taste it...

Life is a dream; turn it reality...

Life is a challenge; confront it...

Life is an obligation; fulfill it...

Life is a game; play it...

Life is precious; take care of it...

Life is a wealth; maintain it...

Life is love; enjoy it...

Life is a mystery; discover it...

Life is promise; accomplish it...

Life is melancholy; overcome it...

Life is a hymn; sing it...

Life is a fight; accept it...

Life is adventure; risk it...

Life is happiness; deserve it...

Life is life; defend it...

VIVA LA VIDA

La vida es una oportunidad; la aproveche...

La vida es belleza; la admire...

La vida es felicidad; la deguste...

La vida es un sueño; lo torne realidad...

La vida es un desafío; lo enfrente...

La vida es un deber; lo cumpla...

La vida es un juego; lo juegue...

La vida es preciosa; cuide de ella...

La vida es una riqueza; la conserve...

La vida es amor; lo goce...

La vida es un misterio; lo descubra...

La vida es promesa; la cumpla...

La vida es tristeza; la supere...

La vida es un himno; lo cante...

La vida es una lucha; la acepte...

La vida es aventura; la arriesgue...

La vida es alegría; la merezca...

La vida es vida; la defienda...

MADRE TERESA DE CALCUTÁ
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Edição / Edition / Edición 2005
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Suas sugestões e comentários são bem-vindos.
Your suggestions and comments are welcome.
Sus propuestas y comentarios son bienvenidos.
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O Projeto XUSING põe fim ao horror da guerra, violência, ato ilícito e frustação socioeconômica.

The XUSING Project puts an end to the horror of the war, violence, illicit act and socioeconomic frustration.

El Proyecto XUSING pone fin al horror de la guerra, violencia, acto ilegal y frustración socio-económica.
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See also our edition
in Portuguese and Spanish
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In case you desire bigger explanations or orientations of how to accomplish
your intention through our Project, contact Pichael Sueckes or Dallida
Cedrack that are authors of the XUSING Project.

Your suggestions and comments are welcome.

Contact and information with XUSING Project's authors:

Pichael Sueckes: sueckes@pichaelsueckes.com

Dallida Cedrack: dallida@pichaelsueckes.com

Celular phone: 55 (45) 8405-4228 (Brazil)

Site in the web: www.pichaelsueckes.com

projeto@pichaelsueckes.com

Also see in this site our edition in Portuguese and Spanish.

Visit and indicate our site:   www.pichaelsueckes.com
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Terms of Use:

This work belongs to the original authors, in the terms of the Law 9.610 (Brazil).

One printed or recorded copy is only allowed, its reproduction will be prohibited starting from
this copy by any way or finality. Any infraction will be subject to appropriate judicial measures,
independently of judicial or extrajudicial notification.  Therefore, you are here aware of the
presented conditions and you agree integrally with its approval.

PROHIBITED THE REPRODUCTION AND TRANSMISSION.
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The Change of Structure and New Behavioural
Style for Definitive Solution of the Problems
Socioeconomic, Environmental, Financial, Safety
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Great approached themes in this work:
1.  Proposal of change of the structure for organized human society  2.  Administration for projects  3.  Public and private finances
4.  Generation of incomes and opportunity of activities  5.  Social and economic production  6.  National currency and international
currency / money  7.  Political and technical participation  8.  Macroeconomic and microeconomic budget  9.  Systematics of
Cataloguing, documentation and numeration  10.  Elaboration and application of projects  11.  Systemic solution of the problems
social, political, economic and of safety  12.  Political criticism of the economic models  13.  Technological innovation
14.  Change of behavior, attitude and lifestyle  15.  New systematics of numeration and identification.
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Thank you for everything.
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FOREWORD

We asked the reader much patience and small effort to read this work of the beginning until the end.  We
make this appeal because its reading is extremely important for you, your family, your country, the Earth
Planet and mainly all the partners of our existence, such as:  the human beings, animals, vegetables, earth,
air, water, fire, the stars and the immensity of the universe with its galaxies, black holes, comets, molecules,
atoms and electrons.  It doesn’t matter what is your faith, social class or conviction, you will see that it
will be worthwhile.

We wrote and edited this proposal in four hands and two minds in approximately twenty months in the
city of Foz do Iguaçu, Paraná, Brazil.  This city in its powerful wealth lives together in harmony with
various ethnic groups and it unites the beauty of the nature with the gracefulness of the union between
people and habits.  Foz do Iguaçu has history and magnificent legends; it offers as gift us with powerful
natural beauty of the waterfalls and its parks.  Also, it presents rare beauty that we observed in the tangency
point between the end of the night and the dawn.  We see an exuberant vision with stars that irradiate
strong lights, soon after it paints in the sky the shiny colors of the solar irradiation.  So many times, we
appreciated such beautiful spectacle.

This masterpiece is not romance, story, soap opera, self-help or review of gossip political or artistic.  It
is a Project that propitiates the dear reader a great hope of solution to the social problems, political,
economic, administrative and monetary problems that are already parts of our daily life, whether we wish
or not.  This Project accomplishes the dream that is so expected for generations along millenniums because
it exhibits that this gift it is possible of becoming reality, without it is utopia.

Therefore, there will be compensation.  The reading of all the parts does with that you understand the
whole to motivate you to make correct decision and to do the sure thing.  It is not worthwhile to browse its
pages or to read a topic in a random way to discard soon after, affirming: “I think I already know, it doesn’t
operate or that is good for another to do”.  You have to read it in the sequence of the topics from beginning
to end.  In case the explanations or themes are hazy, persist, continue and don’t discourage.  When you
terminate the reading, you will understand of what we are treating and what represents for your own
benefit.  Don’t lose this opportunity; don’t let to pass in blank.  Know that in our existence, the opportunities
are little, unhappily when they appear, we lost them and later we stayed all our life lamenting the spilled
milk, therefore we used the reasoning to justify our failures and sufferings that we caused our dearer
beings for the loss “of that” great chance.  Invest in this innovator proposal that is treated with detail in
this work.  Perhaps this chance is last alternative capable to generate light focus in the bottom of the well
in which the human society is inserted, where the socioeconomic misfortunes are justified on behalf of
the current system.  Therefore, read it with wish, hope and conscience.  Believe, this Project gives you
opportunity to be the realizer of the change of the world and of yourself.

This Project that we offered you as gift has beginning, way, end and feedback. This signifies that we
equated an alternative model with complete social, political and economic solution, without being palliative.
It turns viable its implantation financially through the abundance of resources that already exists in
availability for any nation.
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We exhibited in details that the proposal is equated.  Paradoxically, we verified that problem never
went lack of money to solve the serious questions of the human life in society.  It is fact evidenced by the
trillion of trillion dollars that are spent every year for the governments as solution tentative, without never
to solve the serious socioeconomic problems through monetary fortunes that are foreseen in social budgets
or of gigantic social infrastructures in any country of the world.  Add in this immensity of money, other
trillion of trillion dollars donated annually by social investors or altruistic sponsors.

As if it was not enough. There is more other trillion dollars that are lent or donated by international
financial organisms as form of help to the countries.  Add all this, you will see that the countries spend
rivers of money with inexpressive reached result, therefore this only enriches minorities or group of
“friends” of the detainers of the power.  Facts and data prove that every lot of money with certainty is
going to the pocket of somebody or it gets lost in the corruption because more than 80% of the world
wealth are in hands of minorities or few families.  The billion of beggars that are “helped” socially with
those trillion of trillion dollars stay only licking the lips of desires and suffering of strange mercy as
support of this degrading practice.  Everything is hidden as inevitable solution by incompetent technocrats
or bureaucrats that indirectly benefit with that hypocrisy.  Only to have the idea, see that the cost of our
proposal is insignificant and unique to end in a definitive way with the social and economic problem in
comparison with the immensity of money that governments spend every year.

Verify that the cost of the investment is zero, because our proposal considers the cost of the lost
opportunity, besides returning the investment with very more wealth and well-being for majority of the
population.  It only represents a tiny part of all the money that today already spend in a palliative way. We
idealized this proposal in such a way that someone can introduce it as Project to the social investors,
sponsors or governmental authorities.  If it is the case, adapt the values of the budget in agreement with
the proposal of fundraisings and only change the proposers’ name that will present the Project. The form
how we wrote, it avoids that proposer depends on somebody with high knowledge to present it. Nothing
will cost; make difference; try at least.  With certainty the people with more necessities will thank with the
purity of your hearts.  (See Figure-12 until 24)

As support, we utilized German Method ZOOP “Ziel Orientierte Projekt Planung” (Planning of Oriented
Project for Objectives) to write this Project.  This is simplified with small adjustments so that the global
idea of our proposal satisfies to the diverse requisites of social sponsors in level national or international.
With that, we utilized scientific fundamental, so much for its presentation as for execution so that the
proposal solves in a definitive way the social or economic problems, which it will result in potential tool
that will give great chance of its approval before the financial institutions that seek the social development,
human well-being and the preservation of the environment.

Ponder, the change is part of our existence, everything is in constant transformation.  Follow your
intuition, it is the natural impulse, you will thus be capable to liberate and to build unimaginable realities.
Leave the trap of the current system that always terrorizes the humanity on behalf of better days than
never arrive. Know that you won’t be alone in this healthy responsibility, trust us. Dream how it will be
safe to live at any country with the terminus of the insecurity, the end of the lack of income and elimination
of the illicit acts with its high social cost for the State and to the people.  Change for new economic model
that will integrate all countries in global village without frontiers, besides generating wealth, usufructs
and incomes, without there is high investment cost, because we will utilize all the existent organizational
resources.  Believe, the safety and liberation will be total.

With love receive our sincere Usuarist greeting,
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They give trust to our proposal and guarantee that its objectives are fulfilled and the results fully satisfied
because this Project is based in the Systemic Theory of Usuarism whose postulates are mentioned below.
The solution is simple, that’s enough to abstract of the current system for its comprehension and to apply
new Computational Monetary System activates the economy, generates income and solves crucial problems.
This proposal accomplishes the same things under new perspective and it conquers high socioeconomic
and environmental gains with productivity, it only requires behavioural change and open mind.
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This book is the official instrument for the teaching of the revolutionary Systemic Theory of Usuarism.  It is unique
that elucidates any doubt, interpretation conflict and the processes of the applied techniques.  Its comprehension
will change you and the world for best when we believe that the change is possible or some country courageously
to choose for this solution to do great difference in national and world level!
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INTRODUCTION

The state-owned grandiose and expensive infrastructures of the countries, international aid organizations
and the organizations of the Third Sector of the civil society (non-profit) seek to solve serious social
problems that last long per millenniums, however they don’t obtain the definitive solution to the human
beings’ basic necessities that become excluded in its majority for imposition of the perverse existent
socioeconomic model in the world that privileges minorities and it impedes that all the citizens live with
dignity and well-being in any country.  This current economic model possesses serious systemic errors
because it is based on the destruction for the consumption to generate income and mistakenly to move the
economy; this destruction is corroborated in any country because it was built in a botchy way, which
creates economic fundamentals with harmful results.  The result is catastrophic because it isolates the
familiar unit (individual), the public unit (the State) and the producing unit (corporation public or private)
in the middle of the society, even if these units attempt to group in associations, cooperatives, unions,
political parties or socioeconomic networks to acquire force political or economic. This existent model
impedes that the well-intentioned purposes are concretized, mainly in relation to the obtaining of resources
and generation of income. It places the whole human society in a straitjacket, inclusive the own State or
Country.  As consequence, stays the whole time in removing symptoms of the situation, to practice mendings
or to roll the problems infinitely.

This perverse socioeconomic model creates the scarcity in the middle of the abundance, for instance,
the world hunger in the middle of the abundance of produced foods; the lack of income in the middle of
the abundance of available capital, the lack of products or services in the middle of the abundance of
wastes or idle stocks, among others. Those practices already proved its inefficacy for the solution of the
immense current problems in which more and more become worse; annually it is consuming trillion
dollars in helps that never end.  Observe then that there is much money, available material and human
resources or in potentiality that are impeded of circulating for current system.  It impedes that the humanity
lives with happiness and enjoy the material and technological well-being in that persons can gain, without
anybody loses.  The problems of the economic scarcity, the lack of money and infrastructure lack only
exist due to the countless structural faults in the current system.  Also, it causes the brutal punishment
most of the human beings anywhere in the Planet Earth without any need.  Another shame of its impotence
is to allow the deviations of trillion dollars that are diluted in the corruption, wastes or illicit enrichment.

The solution of the serious socioeconomic problems must be systemic so that the human society can
really be organized and to integrate its agents in a wide global network, without frontiers and without the
blockades of the limitation of the use of the money in any region of the planet.  It has to practice new
monetary system without the limitations of the coins utilized at each country, without isolation of the
individuals or of the corporations. Therefore, this solution is immediate and it begins with the change of
the current economic and monetary model to substitute it for new monetary system that eliminates the
physical coin or hard cash with all its correlate costs and to avoid that there is its transfer among people or
among current accounts. Believe, this simple change will eliminate 80% of the serious economic and
social problems, besides the illicit acts that involve the possession of the money, purchase of favors of
somebody else through the corruption, bribery, piracy of products or contrabands.  We go beyond, we
offered 3 fantastic strategies as solution.

“If we wish everything to stay how it is, it is necessary that everything changes.”
Giuseppe Lampedusa

“If the misery of our people is not caused by the laws of the nature, but for our institutions, our fault is big”.
Charles Darwin
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